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Our Vision  

The University of the Arts London (UAL) is Europe's leading Arts and Design University. The creative 
sector is now the second largest sector of the UK economy and UAL is recognised as one of the 
foundations on which London has built its reputation as the creative capital of the world.  
 

Our vision is to provide and enable high quality IT Infrastructure, high quality IT Service 
Support and empowering Major Change Programmes for UAL Students and Staff. 

 

Introduction 
 
The Executive Board endorses that the purpose of this University IT Strategy is to enable and 
support the 2015-2020 University Strategy ‘Transformative Education for a Creative World’.  
 
An acknowledged level of collegial partnership is part of the nature of UAL, the distributed 
management of key resources can be viewed as offering impact and value strengths, but there are 
opportunities for a greater level of collaboration and partnership. Precedents do exist within UAL for 
an acknowledged harmonisation of particular functions such as Libraries, CLTAD, and Estate 
Services. These precedents should be extended to a University wide approach to Information 
Technology.  
 
Students and Staff need to be provided with a secure and safe environment in which to work but 
also the tools to create and in turn offer particular and varied learning journeys. Our Students and 
Staff need to encounter the digital environment as one in which creativity and the application of 
technology in support of key processes is a neutral area, which neither inhibits, frustrates or 
discourages.  
 
This strategy sets out to provide the University with an IT strategy that not only looks to stabilise the 
digital infrastructure but to provide a vision of a UAL digital presence that supports Learning & 
Teaching, Research, Innovation, Business and the Student Experience. This is a deliberate and major 
change in the way in which the digital needs to be fully embedded in all aspects of the University. 

Our Key Strategic Priorities 
 
This University IT Strategy has been grouped into 4 strategic themes, which directly reflect the four 
key University strategic themes within the document, ‘Transformative Education for a Creative World 
2015-2020’.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Transformative Education for a Creative World 2015-20 
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•  support and enable Learning & Teaching 
•  commonality of the discipline of purpose within the Colleges 

•  gain the trust of our end users.


•  deliver an excellent technical infrastructure 
•  deliver key university wide programmes

•  provide a secure environment

•  offer high levels of IT availability 
•  fully support innovation

•  be fast followers


•  high levels of transparency 
•  honest about our ability to deliver programs 

•  explore opportunities to extend and enhance our community
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Transformative Education 
• We will support and enable a UAL coordinated approach to Learning & Teaching using 

Technology 
• We will extend the successful partnership with CLTAD. 
• We recognise the commonality of purpose within the Colleges and Central Support 

Departments.  
• We will need to work in partnership with the Colleges and Central Support Departments but 

retain an ability to have a central oversight. 
 
We will do this by: 

• University IT coordination of the management of all core software systems, this includes HR, 
Registry and Finance. 

• A much closer relationship and partnership between the Heads of Technical Resources, 
Heads of Central Departments, Deans, Associate Deans and the University IT Department. 

• Using University IT and local College and Central Departmental IT expertise to leverage 
Student and Staff engagement. 

• Listening to our key early adopters and front line Staff in a brokerage structure. 
• Developing a management structure to encourage innovative technology that positively 

influences pedagogy. 
• Co-ordinate some aspects of technical training to provide opportunities for up-skilling and 

re-skilling across the technical staff community of UAL. 
• Systems & networks running at 99.5%. 
• Coordinating major University wide programmes in an effective manner. 
• University IT support in partnership with the Colleges at the desktop and in the labs 

strengthened. 
• Understanding the difference & similarities between the Colleges. 
• Delivering IT support more effectively to Students, Academic Staff and University Staff. 

 
World Leading Research and Enterprise 

• We will offer high levels of IT availability. 
• We will fully support innovation and enterprise and not seek to block it. 
• We will be fast followers where appropriate and when meeting the needs of our users 
• We will establish a safe environment for bleeding and cutting edge research. 

 
We will do this by: 

• Managing expectations and work towards the University strategy & plan.  
• Work closely with Artscom and other areas to increase productivity & opportunity. 
• Better support of key research initiatives and a better use of available resources. 
• Raising the profile of UAL research by providing stable and suitable on line platforms for 

dissemination. 
• Enabling technologies to assist in the development of research. 
• Enabling a safe environment approach for research involving technology. 

 
Communication and Collaboration 

• We will offer high levels of transparency.  
• We will be honest about our ability to deliver programmes.  
• We will explore opportunities to extend and enhance our community within the University. 

 
We will do this by: 

• Reviewing and making changes in the effectiveness of IT front line support to all our users. 
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• Leverage supplier and procurement opportunities within the enterprise to maximise savings. 
• Having a strong presence in national & international professional organisations. 
• Being able to react more quickly by placing resources where they are most in need. 
• Enabling showcasing innovation and entrepreneurial activities. 
• Encouraging best practice in partnership with CLTAD in Learning & Teaching within Creative 

Practice disciplines with Technology as a key component. 
• Using recognised project management and process management methodology.  
• Working closely with Marketing & Communication. 
• Support for alumni activities. 

 
Building an Inspirational Environment 

• We will deliver an excellent digital infrastructure.  
• We will deliver key university wide change programmes. 
• We will provide a secure environment. 
• We will provide business analytic data and learning analytic data. 
 

We will do this by: 
• Continual improvement of the digital infrastructure over the next 5 years. 
• A central oversight of the procurement of all IT purchasing.  
• Continue to invest in programme & portfolio activities. 
• Meeting urgent & immediate cutting and bleeding edge needs more effectively. 
• Improvements in the use of resources on a distributed and centralised model. 
• A management structure that reflects current accepted practice across the University, such 

as Libraries and Estates. 
• A higher level of general IT support across all Colleges and Departments to be completed by 

2017.  


